Safety Town - Summer 2018
Dog Bite Prevention Education

Dear Parents,
We had the privilege of talking with your children about Dog Safety during this year’s
Safety Town program. As a trainer and parent educator, one focus of my is work to keep
kids and dogs both safe in homes together and safe out in our community. I’m also a
Mom and a Grandmother - child safety is a topic near and dear to me.
We work with adults and children to become “Dog-Aware”, which means learning how
all dogs communicate with their body language and to stay safe with dogs, even if you
don’t have a dog.
Facts regarding dogs, children and safety from the National Canine Research Council:
1. Each year, more than 4.5 million people in the U.S. are bitten by dogs.
About 1 in 5 require medical attention. At least half of the bites requiring medical
attention are to children (which translates into roughly half a million children
bitten seriously enough to require medical attention).
2. Children are most frequently bitten during every day activities and bitten by known
dogs (their own dog or another known dog – such as a dog belonging to a
neighbor or relatives).
3. Dog bites requiring medical attention are highest among children between the ages of
five and nine years old.
4. Bites to the face and neck are common in children, likely because of their size and
the types of behavior that they engage in with dogs.
5. The majority of dog bites are preventable.
6. Dog bites are traumatic to everyone involved in the bite: the victim, anyone who has
witnessed the bite, the dog’s owner and the dog itself.
When dogs bite humans, dogs are often re-homed or euthanized.
We need to think about dog bite prevention strategies the same way we think about
having our children use car seats, seat belts, bike helmets and teaching them to be safe
in many other situations.
You may have heard of a child who has been bitten by a dog to the degree that the child
required medical attention or an emergency room visit. The bite may have been
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described as coming “out of the blue”. As traumatic and out-of-the-blue as dog bites
might seem, there is a lot known about when and how these dog bites are likely to
occur. Today’s presentation was designed to help you take preventative measures and
provide education to reduce risks. The information presented to your children at Safety
Town is research driven and evidence based.
We talked with your kids about being Dog Detectives, learned the “I Speak Doggie”
song, and played the SAFE game. We want everyone to be smarter and safer around
dogs.
To be good Dog Detectives: we talked about what does a happy dog looks like and
what does a worried dog look like? How can you tell the difference?
The postcard your child received reviews the SAFE game:
Stay Still and Chill;
Arms Crossed (like a boss!);
Face Away (like you don’t want to play)
Eyes Down, On the Ground
- so that you are less interesting to a dog
You may download (for free) the SAFE program above from
www.GoodDoginaBox.com - which includes the videos, a downloadable book in pdf
form, coloring sheets and other great information.
A link to the “I Speak Doggie” song and video can be found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuA7SZ_XPSU
The song and video were created and produced by TheFamilyDog and are part of the
“Stop the 77 Campaign” - 77% of dog bites come from the family dog or a friend’s dog.
http://stopthe77.com/
If you have any questions about the materials covered today or have questions about
how we may further assist you and your child, please contact me.
Sincerely,
Cathy Reisfield
Head Trainer, Parent Educator
Dependable Dogs: Training for Success at Both Ends of the Leash®
Founder, Kids & Dogs: Safer Together
www.DependableDogs.com
Email trainer@DependableDogs.com
phone 734.834.4938
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